Ideas for Digital and Analog Clock Faces

- Put the analog clock cards face up in a row. Put the digital (time) clock cards face down in a pile. Pick a time card and find the clock that matches it. Keep the matched cards. Then, pick another time card and match again, until there are no cards left.

- Select 6 matching cards (an analog and a digital card for the same time). Shuffle the 12 cards and put them face down in 3 rows of 4 cards. Play a memory game. Each person picks two cards. If they match you keep them. Play until all cards are matched.

- Pick a time (digital) card. Draw that time on a clock face.

- Pick an analog clock face. Write that time in digital form (2:00 or 2:30).

Ideas for Using Assorted Shape Cards

- Pick a shape card and name the shape. How do you know it is that shape?

- Pick a shape card and name real items that are that shape.

- Pick 2 shape cards and tell how the shapes are alike and how they are different.

- Sort the shape cards in any way you’d like and then describe how you sorted them.